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The Great 100 Lap Challenge
We have challenged our children to walk (in total)
100 laps of our schoool grounds and boy have they
risen to it…
Each lap is 500m so the children, depending on their year group,
have completed either 2.5km (5 laps), 5km (10 laps) or an amazing
10k (20 laps). Some children challenged themselves to get a
personal best and others took it slow and steady to make sure they
finished the challenge.
Some of our Governors joined us to walk with the children and
cheer them on and Leila took part in the 10k run in the morning. It
has been a brilliant day with perfect weather but it was harder
than we all thought! That said, everyone completed at least one of
the challenges and they have been awarded a special certificate to
prove it. For every child that brings in sponsor money (of £1 or
more) we have a special 100 Lap pin badge for their pennant;
sponsor money can be brought into school anytime next week.

First to finish the 10k challenge was Carl Smith in an amazing
58mins, followed by David Barkley and Shuja Imran (who is
fasting). In first place for the 5k was Jacob Gartside (25mins 30 sec)
– who then continued to complete the 10k! He was followed by
Logan McCullough and Rishaan Krishnan, Zher Karim was our first
y5 child to finish the 5k.
All of our photographs and memories of the day will go into our
time capsule but you can also find pictures on Facebook of the day.
Hopefully, you will have some very sleepy children tonight!
Have a lovely weekend, Mrs E Wright
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